Foreword
I am pleased to submit the annual performance report of the Liberia Macroeconomic
Policy Analysis Center (LIMPAC) covering the period January 1st 2016 to December 31st
2016. This report covers both the operational and finance performance of the Center
during the period under review.
The year 2016 marks the rebirth of the LIMPAC after its collapsed in 2014, mainly on
account of low financial support to the Center and the outbreak of the Ebola Virus
Disease (EVD). The restructured team consistent with their mandate to revive the
Center and cater to the various public policy needs of the Government, jump started
2016 with determination and passion to serve. The team completed its three years
strategic plan, which has provided the direction for the Center’s works since its
inception in 2016.
The strategic plan is anchored on four cardinal pillars; collection and management of the
socioeconomic indicative data through a dedicated LIMPAC’s website , conduct of the
empirical research, publication and discussion of research findings, and support for
capacity building and training for public sector employees within the areas of empirical
research methods and data analysis. As part of achieving deliverables within its strategic
plan, the Center has partially completed the construction of data interactive website for
hosting socioeconomic indicative data for various districts in Liberia. The next phase of
collecting and uploading these district level data on education, health , infrastructure,
trade and commerce will commence before the end of the first quarter of the 2017.
The Center also boosted its external relationship by reestablishing connection with its
main traditional sponsor; the African Capacity Building Foundation (ACBF). The Center,
with support of the ACBF regional office in Ghana, developed and submitted a project
proposal soliciting US$2.9 million over the period of three years to mainly support
empirical research works, sustain the building and management of data website and
support for capacity building and training in research methods and data analysis.
Despite not conducting a full-scale research and report, the Center in 2016 supported
various departments of the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning (MFDP) in
the formulation, implementation and evaluation of public polices.
With the financial support from GoL, the Center office suite within the MFDP complex
was renovated, equipped and furnished during 2016. With the current limited financial
support to the Center, the in-kind support (office space, electricity, internet, cleaning
services, etc.) from MFDP remains pivotal to the Center’s existence until adequate
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funding are made available to migrate the Center to a sustainable semi-autonomous
status.
Despite these challenges in 2016 - low financial resources, low staff count, logistics, etc.
- much was done to resuscitate the Center. However, much more is required to bring
LIMPAC on par with research think tanks across Africa. My team and I remain very
determine in contributing to the transformation and reliability of the Center. We are
also very hopeful in executing our work plan for 2017; especially ensuring the
establishment of the research and training lab and providing capacity support for
training in economic research method, modeling and forecasting, and data analysis and
presentation.

As we build on the gains of the 2016, my acknowledgement and appreciation to
members of our LIMPAC team for their commitment and hard work for completing key
tasks including our annual report. I also extend my special acknowledgement to Minister
Boima S. Kamara and the members (former and present) of the MFDP’s senior
management team for their enormous support to LIMPAC during 2016. I remain
strongly positive about the future of LIMPAC with everyone’s support.

Del-Francis Wreh
Executive Director
Liberia Macroeconomic Policy Analysis Center (LIMPAC)
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About LIMPAC
Who are we?
The Liberia Macroeconomic Policy Analysis Center (LIMPAC) is a research think tank of
the Government of Liberia (GoL).The Center is currently financed by GoL and hosted
within the complex of the Ministry of Finance and Development Planning(MFDP). With
adequate financial and logistical support from both GoL and external partners, the
Center plans to go semi-autonomous in the medium to long term. The entity provides
evidence-based analysis and briefing to support the formulation, implementation, and
monitoring and evaluation of pressing domestic economic issues as well as capacity
building needs to Liberia’s public sector.
Our Mission
To provide quality policy advice to Government institutions and civil society actors by
utilizing evidence from objective and data-driven research and analysis to inform the
design and implementation of economic and public policy programs for sustainable
economic growth and development.
Our Vision
To be the leading policy research think tank that uses empirical research and analysis to
provide guidance for macroeconomic policy direction in Liberia.
Goal
To leverage on evidence-based research for efficient public policy design and
implementation in Liberia.
Institutional Structure
LIMPAC was established in 2009 through Presidential Executive Order Number 7 as a
semi-autonomous entity to works towards improving macroeconomic formulation and
analysis of the domestic economy. A Board of Management chaired by the Honorable
Minister of Finance & Development Planning governs the entity.
The Executive Director of LIMPAC is the secretary to the BoM and runs the day-to-day
activities of LIMPAC. The members of the Board are drawn from the public and private
sectors. LIMPAC is currently incubated within the Ministry of Finance & Development
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Planning under the Department of Economic Management. The Center has three staffs
currently; Executive Director, Deputy Executive Director, and Senior Research Fellow.

LIMPAC Board of Management (proposed)
The proposed Board of Management of LIMPAC will play a supervisory role in the
implementation of the entity’s operations. The proposed statutory members of the
Board of Management (BoM) are:
No.

Institution
Designee

1.

Minister

2.
3.
4.

Executive Director
N/A
N/A

5.
6.
7.
8.

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Institutions
Ministry of Finance & Development
Planning
LIMPAC
Central Bank of Liberia
Liberia Institute for Statistics & GeoInformation Services (LISGIS)
Private Sector
Ministry of State for Presidential Affairs
Governance Commission
University of Liberia

Board Title
Chairperson
Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

The Board is tasked to ensure that Center functions within its mandate, preserves its
integrity, and operates as a reputable corporate establishment. In addition, the Board is
responsible for providing general oversight on the implementation of its strategic plan.
The task of the current team is to fully constitute the Board of the Management with
the guidance of the Chairperson, the Minister of Finance and Development Planning.

LIMPAC Management Team
Currently, LIMPAC is comprised of three staffs namely: Executive Director, Deputy
Executive Director and Senior Research Fellow. Due to limited financial resources, the
current staff level is being maintained until adequate flow of funding is available to
recruit additional staffs and researchers. The names of the management team are:
Mr. Del-Francis Wreh - Executive Director
Mr. Wreh takes on the helm of authority at LIMPAC with over 12 years working in the
private and public sectors. He has valuable wealth of knowledge and experience in
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economy policies analysis, statistical modeling, public financial management, taxation,
and treasury operations . Mr. Wreh spent four years (2004-2008) with the Liberia Bank
for Development and Investment as Budget analyst and treasury officers separately. Mr.
Wreh also briefly worked as Head of Assets and Liabilities Management of the United
for Africa (UBA) up to mid-2010 before switching to a public sector career to work for
the former Ministry of Finance in early 2010 as Revenue Forecast Analyst within the
Department of Revenue. At the Ministry of Finance, Mr. Wreh also worked as Senior
Finance Analyst within the Macro-fiscal

Analysis Unit before becoming National

Coordinator of the Government’s National Open Budget Initiatives up to the end May
2013 before taking up graduate study leave. Mr. Wreh holds a masters’ degree in
International Development with specialization in Public Financial Management and
Taxation Policy (2015) from Duke University in North Carolina, USA. He also holds
several specialized certificates in Project Appraisal and Risk Management, Fiscal
Decentralization and local government financing from Duke University and Credit Risks
and Foreign Exchange Markets from the Bahrain Institute of Banking and Finance in
Manama, Bahrain.
Mr. Vita Ishmael Tue - Deputy Executive Director
Mr. Tue comes to LIMPAC family with immense academic and professional expertise in
banking and finance, international development, economic research and analysis, and
teaching at tertiary institutions spanning over 10 years. Mr. Tue has worked in the
private and public sectors in the United States and Liberia. His past immediate post was
at United Nations Headquarters in New York City before transitioning to LIMPAC to
serve his country. Mr. Tue holds dual masters’ degrees in Economics Policy
Management (2010), and Public Management (2014) from Makerere University
(Uganda) and Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA) respectively.
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Mr. John Horace - Senior Research Fellow
John N. Horace is the Senior Research Fellow at the Liberia Macroeconomic Policy
Analysis Center (LIMPAC), Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, Liberia. He
has written several articles, and policy papers geared towards structural and socioeconomic transformation in light of inclusive growth and development. He previously
worked at the National Oil Company (NOCAL) as Energy Economist. He holds an MSc in
Energy Studies with Specialization in Energy Economics from the University of Dundee,
Scotland, UK.

Strategic Research Areas
As inscribed within LIMPAC Three-Year Strategic Plan (2016-2018), the strategic
research areas are layered in four clusters and aligned with the overall national
development agenda. The research areas are: Macroeconomic Analysis; Infrastructure &
Social Services; Agriculture & Poverty Reduction; and Environment & Climate Change.
Macroeconomic
Analysis

Infrastructure &
Social Services

Strategic
Research
Clusters

Agriculature &
Poverty
Reducgon

Environmental
& Climate
Change

The primary goal of the Macroeconomic Analysis cluster will focus on conducting
analysis on critical macroeconomic issues such as domestic tax policy; inflation;
monetary policy; public financial management; exchange rate movements; public
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expenditure pattern; MTEF budget process; and debt management; among others. The
thematic areas of research under this cluster will include: public financial & expenditure
management; contribution to the preparation of the annual economic review as well as
creating social accounting matrix (SAM) and social economic analysis (SEA).
The Infrastructure and Social services cluster will provide policy options on how to
improve and strengthen the failing physical infrastructure across the country as well as
empower the vulnerable groups of the society to live a decent life. The research will
focus, among other things, information and communication technology; transport (sea,
rail, and land); energy; construction and housing; education; health; gender & politics;
social & economic empowerment; women, peace & security; and urban and country
planning.
The goal of the research on agriculture and poverty reduction is to provide evidencebased policy options and analysis in the area of food security, agricultural production
and productivity, crops value addition, farming and poverty dynamics. The research will
investigate the ways to increase food security, crop yield and productive forms of
farming as well as why how households fall into and get out of poverty.
The Environmental and Climate Change Cluster will provide evidence-based policy
options about ways to protect the ecosystem and marine resources across Liberia.
Specific focus will be on way to strengthen Government’s policies and strategies relating
to: climate adaptation and mitigation measures, carbon and greenhouse gas emission
policies, and marine safety, among others. The thematic areas will include: coastal line
erosion; forest management; sustainable land use; and land degradation.

Achievements in 2016
The year 2016 represents the actual start of the revitalized LIMPAC , which witnessed a
competitive recruitment process for current management team including the Executive
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Director. Prior to the revitalized team, LIMPAC was originally ran and supported by the
Government of Liberia and African Capacity Building Foundation (ACBF) at the start of
2008. Due to funding drought and the outbreak of Ebola in 2014, the operations of
LIMPAC was halted. After several consultations with ACBF, the Government of Liberia
rekindled and demonstrated its commitment for the re-establishment of LIMPAC by
allocating US$200K as seed funding in its FY15/16 National Budget. This amount was
intended to furnish and equip an office space within the MFDP complex, procure an
operational vehicle and

provide compensation for up to five staff including

the

Executive Director, Deputy Executive Director, Senior research fellow, an economist and
office administrator. The recruitment and hiring of the senior management team was
concluded in late 2015 and the team officially commenced work on January 3, 2016.
Despite the challenges endured during the first half of the 2016 precisely with respect to
limited staff, acquiring office space, furniture, fixtures, and equipment, the team under
the leadership and inspiration of the Executive Director worked tirelessly to ensure key
deliverables were achieved before end of 2016. In consultation with key partners like
the University of Liberia and United Nation Development , the team drafted a three-year
strategic plan which has guided the operations of the LIMPAC in additional to
assignments

from the Office of the Minister and the Department of Economic

Management within MFDP.

Highlight of Key Achievements:
¥ Completion of the LIMPAC Three-Year Strategic Plan – The plan encompasses
LIMPAC ‘s operational objective over the period of three years. Its focuses on
core empirical research works, collection, verification and management of key
socio-economic indicative data, dissimilation, publication and discussion of
research findings, and support for national capacity for public sector staff.
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¥ Partial completion of LIMPAC’s data interactive website: This website
(www.limpac-lr.org ) with the data interactive feature has been partially
completed and host LIMPAC detailed research reports, policy briefs, factsheets
and blog. The data component of the website as depicted below will enable
storage and maintenance of key indicators at the district level of each county
within a time series and cross sectional data fashion.

Home page of the LIMPAC website under construction

Web view of the interactive database page
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¥ Office Acquisition, Renovation, Equipping and Furnishing: With support from
the MFDP and the use of funding allotted in FY15/16 budget , an office suite on
the 10th floor of the MFDP complex was acquired, renovated, and furnished for
use by LIMPAC. The renovation cost of the entire office suite, which also host
MFDP’s Integrity Unit, is US$12,000. Renovation works included changing of
doors, tiles, electrical repairs, painting etc. In addition to the renovation cost, the
amount of US$12,195 was used to procure office furniture, computers,
projector, and office accessories.

th

View of LIMPAC renovated office Suite 10 Floor, MFDP Building

The portion of the office suite currently occupied by the Integrity Unit has been
identified as the space for hosting a research and training lab for staff of MFDP
and other interested research practitioners. A concept note and budget on the
proposed research and training lab has already been submitted to the Office of
the Minister of Finance and Development Planning for review and further
actions. When approved and funding are made available, the research lab will be
equipped with about fifteen laptops, loaded with various statistical software
packages ( Stata, Eview, SPSS, JMP, etc.) to cater to different empirical research
needs and econometric modeling. Series of training sessions in data analysis and
econometric modeling and forecasting will be conducted for staff of MFDP and
later for interested research employees of the other ministries and agencies of
the Government.
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View of office Spaces with furniture and computer setups

¥ Reestablishment of Partnership with African Capacity Building Foundation:
Cognizant of the fact that GoL annual funding is inadequate to fully support
LIMPAC’s administrative and core research activities, the LIMPAC team
prioritized reestablishing connection with the African Capacity Building
Foundation. Engagement with the ACBF through senior management of MFDP
resulted into the ACBF’s commissioning a project identification mission to Liberia
in May 2016 to assess the research and project needs of LIMPAC.

LIMPAC Team and Ms. Joyce Ekuful, Head of ACBF Project Identification Mission visiting the CBL Research Division in May 2016
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The Project Identification Mission lasted for five days and was headed by Ms.
Joyce Ekuful from the ACBF Regional offices for West and Central African located
in Ghana. During the mission, Ms. Ekuful paid courtesy visits and held meeting
with senior management of MFDP, including the Deputy Ministers for
Administration, and Economic Management, the Comptroller and Accountant
General of the Republic of Liberia, etc.
During her visit, Ms. Ekuful accompanied by the LIMPAC team held discussions
with Country Representative of the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP), Dean of the Business College of the University of Liberia (UL), and the
Research Division of the Central Bank of Liberia (CBL). The discussions were
mainly focused on improving Liberia ‘s macroeconomic research environment
through the strengthening of LIMPAC and its collaborations with related
institutions within and outside Liberia.
The mission ended with signing of an aide memoire that begin a renewed
engagement with ACFB. The aide memoire provided the means through LIMPAC
developed and submitted a project proposal to the ACBF in September 2016 in
the amount of US$2.9 million dollars for the period of three years. The proposal
covers the conduct of the research studies, consolidation and management of
social and economic data and capacity building and training.
During the period under review, the LIMPAC team appealed to Hon. Boima
Kamara, Minister of the Finance and Development Planning, for settlement
Liberia’s outstanding contributions to the ACBF. Settling Liberia’s obligation with
the ACBF is critical to successfully reestablishing relationship with ACBF and
soliciting support on behalf of LIMPAC. Minister Kamara cognizant of the need to
reposition LIMPAC with ACBF approved the payment of US$200,000 toward
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Liberia’s outstanding contribution to ACFB, which has been overdue since 2011.
The payment of US$200,000 reduces Liberia’s outstanding contribution to
US$350,000, which Minister Kamara promised to further reduce before the end
of FY16/17 fiscal year.
¥ Support to the Ministry Finance and Development Planning- during the period
under review,

LIMPAC provided policy and technical support to various

departments and units within the MFDP. The Departments supported included,
Budget and Development Planning, Fiscal Affairs, Administration (specifically
Office of the Minister) and the Department of Economic Management. Supports
were mainly toward policy formulation and interpretation, accuracy and
timeliness of the financial reports and development planning and resources
allocation.
o Department of Budget
§ Formulation of the Approved FY16/17 National Budget;
§ Support to ensure timely and periodic reports of the execution of
the FY15/16 and FY16/17 approved budgets;
§ Supported strategies to perimeters for determining and executing
austerity measures on unspent appropriation of the approved
budgets during 2016;
§ Supported engagement with UNECA for the development of
Liberia’s SDGs Implementation Framework.
o Department of Fiscal Affairs
§ Supported the formulation of fiscal incentives to private sector in
response to slow economic growth;
§ Formulation of fiscal rules and travel ordinance for use beginning
FY16/17;
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§ Strategies formulation for liquidity management especially in the
United States Dollars;
§ Supported timeliness and accuracy of financial reporting and
reconciliation of GoL consolidated cash positions.

o

Department of Economic Management
§ Supported

the

meeting

data

collection

and

submission

requirements for programs with the IMF;
§ Supported the monitoring of agreed structural benchmark and
periodic sharing of accurate information and data to IMF under ECF
during the Fund Review Missions in 2016

o Office of the Minister (Department of Administration)
§ Coordinated regular meetings of the Fiscal Management Team for
periodic evaluation and discussion of GoL fiscal positions; revenue
performance, budget execution, and actual expenditure
performance and monitoring.
§ Coordinated and supported the preparation of technical briefs,
presentations with respect to Liberia’s fiscal and economic
performance and management on behalf of the Minister for
presentations to Cabinet, the Economic Management Team EMT),
and Donor Partners.
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Summary of LIMPAC Achievement s for 2016
No.
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Description

Status

Acquisition, Renovation and
Equipping Office Space

Completed

Acquisition of asset

Completed. Assets include a project operational vehicle,
projector and projector board, and 40’ Television
Completed. Logo and signage are part of LIMPAC branding
initiatives
More than 85% Completed. Text and interactive data
architecture have been completed. Website is yet to be officially
launched.
Completed and Published on LIMPAC website.

LIMPAC logo and signage
LIMPAC Website
Three-Year Strategic Work Plan
(2016-2019)
Proposal for Research and
Training Lab
Established contact with ACBF
and other partners

Completed and submitted to the Office of the Minister .
Currently awaiting feedback and execution

Contact with ACBF already established and Project Appraisal on
the LIMPAC phase also submitted and LIMPAC is awaiting
feedback from ACBF.
Unpublished Research Papers

8.

9.

10.

11.

This paper previously written on the preliminary
Rebasing Liberia’s GDP: What are the
rebased GDP estimated at US$6M elaborated on the
likely implications?
inaccuracy of the rebased GDP figure and argued the
advantages and disadvantages if the rebased is
adopted. However, with a revision to the rebased figure
which lower the earlier estimates, analysis to the paper
will be expanded to include other arguments on the
inclusiveness of growth and the downside of the abrupt
and unrealistic realization of the Vision 2030.
Advantages and Disadvantages of taxing Paper has been completed and is being reviewed by
GSM promotions in Liberia: Pro-Poor editorial staff before publication. This paper highlights,
tax and welfare implication of taxing GSM promotion In
Considerations.
Liberia. The paper lent experience from Kenya, Sierra
Leone and other countries when GSM promotion was
done and later reversed.
An Empirical Investigation between
Completed and under Review for publication- This
Government Spending and Economic
paper analyses the effect of total government spending
on the growth rate in Liberia using annual time series
Growth in Liberia.
data and found a low positive relationship between the
two in the long-run; and provided policy options to
accelerate growth.
Public Sector Investment and the
Domestic Economy

Ongoing effort. This paper articulates and analyzes the
complete lift Liberia Poverty Reduction Strategy (PRS) of
2008 – 2011 and the Agenda for Transformation (AFT) of
2012 in investigating public sector investment the AFT
recommendations.
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12.

Technical Support Departments with
MFDP

During 2016 LIMPAC and its staff members provided
various kind of the supports to the departments of
Budget and Development Planning, Economic
Management, Fiscal Affairs, etc. Supports were mainly
toward policy formulation and interpretation, accuracy
and timeliness of the financial reports and development
planning and resources allocation
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Analysis of Challenges in 2016
Like many Government agencies, LIMPAC experienced her fair of challenges during the
2016 due to structural impediments beyond its control. Those challenges experienced
during the review period are enumerated below.
Low Staff Count
The current staff count of three (3) is inadequate to drive the enormous tasks that
LIMPAC has to undertake towards improving the macroeconomic formulation and
analysis of the domestic economy. As a consequence of this problem, the Center has
found it impossible to meaningfully contribute to ongoing tasks of conducting core
research and policy analysis that will inform the development of national and sectoral
development policies. With current workload aimed at successfully completing and
achieving deliverables of the strategic plan, the need to increase staff strength cannot
be overemphasized.
Interim measures to second staff or economists of Economic Management Department
especially for dedicated tasks can be an option to deal with current low staff count at
LIMPAC.
Limited Logistics
In order to complete collection and verification of socioeconomic indicative data at the
district level for upload on LIMPAC website, the Center needs additional logistics. The
availability of logistics such as: 4x4 pickup, statistical packages, and Geo Information
Services (GIS) software are very critical in achieving this goal. The provision of these
logistics plus adequate manpower will go a long way enhancing the overall productivity
of the Center.

Low Financial Support
Low budgetary support to the operations is impeding the overall performance of the
Center. For the past two fiscal years (2015/16 and 2016/17), LIMPAC has received a
budgetary support of US$350,000 from GoL which is far less required to support its
anticipated programmatic and research initiatives. In FY15/16 budget the GoL
appropriated US$200,000, however the appropriation to LIMPAC for FY16/17 was
reduced to US$150,000. Despite the efforts to solicit support from partners ( ACBF,
USAID, and , AfDB), the GoL remains the sole financial supporter to the Center. Due to
the low budgetary or financial support, the Center cannot hire new staff or expand its
activities consistent with its core mandate and strategic plan.
In light of the current economic slowdown, which has adversely affected Government
medium term fiscal position, the Center is among other government institutions that
stand lower chance of receiving incremental budgetary support for upcoming fiscal
years.
Political Transition in 2018
The pending presidential and general elections in 2017 will usher a new government or
continuity with the current ruling political party. Either way, its poses a challenge to the
existence of the Center assuming if the next Government elect to eliminate the idea of
having LIMPAC entirely. The implementation of either measure would pose a challenge
to the existence or undermine the effectiveness of LIMPAC in the short to medium term.
Heavy reliance on external funding
Since the existence of LIMPAC, the Center has relied heavily on external funding mainly
from the African Capacity Building Foundation (ACFB) to implement its programmatic
and research activities. The reliance poses serious challenge if external supports from
the ACBF or the other partners do not come through or dry out in the future. The
sourcing of multiple alternative funding streams will help to wear off potential risks that
would arise in the future.
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Prospects for 2017 and beyond
Despite the challenges confronting LIMPAC, there are enormous prospects available
that the Center can leverage upon to situate itself as a leading research think tank in the
country. The establishment of the econometric lab, conduct of core research works, and
hosting of national policy dialogue offer an excellent platform through which LIMPAC
can project itself in a positive manner to stakeholders as a reputable research think
tank.
Looking further beyond, the management will work with relevant stakeholders to draft
an act to make LIMPAC a semi-autonomous body. This legislation will project the Center
to the general public as an impartial body and give immense credence to its published
works.
By the same token, the management will work with public actors as well as international
donors to solicit support for the relocation of LIMPAC’s offices from the premises of the
Ministry of Finance and Development Planning to an outside venue. The Management
of LIMPAC has identified the University of Liberia main campus on Capitol Hill as a
suitable future location for the Center similar to the Economic Policy Research Center
(EPRC), which is located on Campus of Makerere University in Uganda. This can be a
signature project of the current leadership of the MFDP but will require partnership
with the University of Liberia and solicit financial resources to achieve the relocation of
the Center.
On the external front, LIMPAC intends to build and strengthen ties with key research
think tanks across Africa and beyond so as to improve its institutional capacity to
undertake the enormous tasks at hand. LIMPAC intends to build on the ties with ACBF
so that it can be seem as a reputable research think tank in Liberia. The Center will reach
out to other international funding agencies to solicit support for its programmatic and
research activities.

LIMPAC Financial Report (January ~ December 2016)
During year 2016, total cash inflow to LIMPAC’s Escrow account at CBL amounted to
US$273,459.00, representing the combined total of USD and LRD into LIMPAC’s
accounts. Of the combined total amount, 73% or US$198,459 represents receipt from
FY15/16 Approved National Budget while the remaining 27% or US$75,000 represents
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half of the contribution from the current FY16/17 Approved National Budget. Ninety
percent or $245,000 was received in United States Dollars.
Liberia Macroeconomic Policy Analysis Center (LIMPAC)
Summary of Revenue Receipts and Expenditures
January to December 31, 2016
No
A

B

C

Description

US$

L$

Amounts
Equivalent US$ % of subtotal

Flow of Income
1 Transfers from FY15/16 Budget
2 Transfer from FY16/17 Budget up to December 2016
3 Total Inflow

185,038
60,000
245,038

1,275,019
1,447,500
2,722,519

198,459
75,000
273,459

72.6%
27.4%
100.0%

Outflow
Compensation ( 3 staff, ED, DED Sr. Research Fellow)
Operational Vehicle
Vehicle Annual insurance
Office Renovation
Office Equipment (Computers, Printer, Projector, etc)
Office Sationary
Office Furniture
Communication ( Scratch, Modem, etc)
Operational Fuel
Partial Payment for construction of LIMPAC Website
Allow for Foreign Travel
Operation fund / Petit Cash
Bank Charges
Total Outflow

112,850
40,000
1,980
11,999
8,380
1,676
3,815
2,580
3,813
4,994
1,921
1,900
30
195,938

531,000
60,000
4,005
595,005

118,250
40,000
1,980
11,999
8,380
1,676
3,815
2,580
3,813
4,994
1,921
2,500
70
201,978

58.5%
19.8%
1.0%
5.9%
4.1%
0.8%
1.9%
1.3%
1.9%
2.5%
1.0%
1.2%
0.0%
100.0%

49,100

2,127,514

71,481

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Estimated End of Year Cash Position

As regards expenditures, an equivalent of the US$201, 978 was expended. Fifty nine
percent or US$118,250 was spent on salaries while US$42,000 or 21% was expended on
purchase and insurance of the LIMPAC operational vehicle. Renovation of the LIMPAC
office plus furnishing, acquisition of computers and equipment and 50% payment
towards LIMPAC’s website accounted for US$29,188 or 14.5% of the total expenditure
for the period.

Bank Account and Balances
LIMPAC currently has two accounts ( United States and Liberian Dollars) at the Central
Bank of Liberia. After all of the MFDP’s internal controls and compliance checks are
cleared, payment checks are drawn on the accounts for expenses related to LIMPAC
operations. The control measures currently in place ensure that the Deputy Minister for
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Administration gives the final authorization for all payment vouchers from request stage
to final approval after the internal audit division has validated.
The Office of the Comptroller and Accountant General conducts the last level
compliance check before checks are written and approved for payments from the
accounts. Signatories to accounts include the Comptroller Accountant General (the
Principal Custodian of the Accounts), the Deputy Minister for Fiscal Affairs (Alternate B),
Assistant Minister for Expenditure (Alternate A) and Executive Director of LIMPAC
(Alternate B). This system shows that internal controls for financial management of
funds in the accounts are significantly robust.
Bank Reconciliation
Bank Balance end December 2016
Add Deposit intransit
Minus Outstanding checks / transaction
Adjusted & Reconciled B/Balance
FX translation loss

US$
57,685
8,585
49,100

Amounts
L$
Equivalent US$
2,127,514
78,960.14
8,585.00
2,127,514
70,375
-

1,106

At end December 31, 2016, the bank balances were US$57,685.60 (Fifty-Seven
Thousand Six Hundred Eighty-Five 60/100 United States Dollars) and L$2,127,514.20
(Two Million One Twenty Seven Thousand Five Hundred Fourteen 20/100 Liberian
Dollars) in the USD and LRD accounts respectively. Factoring in the outstanding checks
of US$8,585 (Eight Thousand Five Hundred Eighty-Five United States Dollars) issued
during the reporting period brings the reconciled and adjusted United States Cash
balance to US$49,100 in addition to reconciled Liberian Dollars balance of
L$2,127,514.20. The outstanding checks are on account of withholding taxes for staffs
and vendors. These checks have been cut and signed but have not been collected and
processed by agent of the Liberian Revenue Authority. Statements of financial
transactions and bank balances for both currencies are included in the appendix.
At the end of the reporting period, outstanding payment for checks which have not
been issued amount to US$4,994.00 (Four Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety Four United
States Dollars) representing the balance 50% payment for completion of the LIMPAC’s
website.
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Work Plan for 2017
In addition to ensuring smooth operations of the proposed research and training lab,
LIMPAC work plan for 2017 is consistent with the deliverables and objectives of the
Center three-year strategic plan. The focus therefore include successfully establishing
the research lab, providing training in data analysis and research, collection of the
district level socio-macro indicators for upload on LIMPAC website. The work plan also
focuses on the production and publication of the research findings and policy
recommendations in the form of the full research reports, policy briefs, factsheets, etc.
The full list of activities and schedule of the work plan are included on the next page.
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Liberia Macroeconomics Policy Analysis Center (LIMPAC)
Workplan 2017
Months
No.
1.0

Task

Description

Capacity Development & Training
Set-up Lab

Acquisition & furnishing of lab facility.
Acquisition of computers & accessories, and
installation of stats software packages
Training in data compilation & analysis, econometric
modeling, etc
Training in data compilation & analysis, econometric
modeling, etc

Computer & Software Set-up
Training session MDFP staff
Training session non-MFDP Staff
2.0

Policy Outreach
Launch & conduct of National Policy Dialogue

3.0

Advancing policy options on strengthening revenue
administration, personal income tax, and real estate tax.
Assessing the returns of CET & ETLS on the trade volume.
Evaluating Liberia's agricultural output within the context
of LATA.
Assessing the economic status of SCT beneficiaries
Evaluating the volatility of exchange rate and its impact on
the real income of the population (livelihood).
Quarterly snapshot and publication of Liberia's economic
performance.

Domestic tax administration & policies
International trade & tarrifs
Domestic agricultural productivity
Social Cash Transfer
Exchange rate and inflation
Economic Fact Sheet
4.0

Building of National Economic Modules
Liaise with IMF
National economic model
Training workshop for Economists in DEM
Populate economic module

5.0

Infrastructure Services
Private Sector

Collection, verification and upload of data on health and
education sectors.
Data on farmers and farm products nationwide.
Data on the road connectivity, national electric grid, water
supply, mobile users, rail transport etc.
Data on private sectors investments and activities.

Website
Official launch of LIMPAC website

7.0

Request training from IMF for MFDP staffs in building
country's economic growth modules.
Establish an official country module to forecast
domestic GDP & GNP figures.
Periodic training of economists in DEM
collect relevant data to populate country's growth
module to estimate & forecast GDP and GNP figures.

Data Management & Collection
Social Services
Agriculture

6.0

Monthly discussion on trending socio-macroeconomic
issues.

Research & Policy Briefs

The official unveiling of LIMPAC website to the public.

External Engagement & Partnership
ACBF
USAID
Others

Continuos engagement with ACBF to foster closer ties
and cooperation.
Request technical and capacity development
assistance.
Request technical and capacity development
assistance.

Color Coding
Joint LIMPAC & other units within DEM
Solely LIMPAC activity

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

wk1 wk2 wk3 wk4 wk5 wk6 wk7 wk8 wk9 wk10 wk11 wk12 wk13 wk14 wk15 wk16 wk17 wk18 wk19 wk20 wk21 wk22 wk23 wk24 wk25 wk26 wk27 wk28 wk29 wk30 wk31 wk32 wk33 wk34 wk35 wk36 wk37 wk38 wk39 wk40 wk41 wk42 wk43 wk44 wk45 wk46 wk47 wk48 wk49 wk50 wk51 wk52 wk53

Appendix-Bank Statements & Transactions

USD Bank Statement & Transactions

LRD Bank Statement & Transactions
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